Tracking and managing assets and inventory in support of government contracts is critical to meeting your contract obligations. That’s why A2B Tracking provides enhanced asset management functionality to Costpoint users who require a Government Property Management Business System for DCMA audits and automated data exchange to PIEE, WAWF, IUID Registry and PCARSS.

The A2B Tracking software is designed with automated IUID compliance and robust audit trails for complete lifecycle asset management to FAR 52.245-1. The platform also leverages IUID, barcode and RFID to track inventory 30x faster and improve the accuracy of government property and inventory to 99%+.

Utilizing A2B Tracking’s military-proven scalable systems, corporations and governments will benefit from significant time and cost savings while gaining visibility of their critical assets, spares, stock, and equipment.

**Key Features that enhance Costpoint**

**Enhanced Government Property Management**
- Complete lifecycle asset management and audit readiness for 100% compliance to FAR 52.245-1.

**Integrated to Government Systems**
- Automated data exchange to PIEE, WAWF, IUID Registry and PCARSS

**RFID and Barcode Tracking**
- Leverage RFID and advanced Barcode tracking for serialized assets and non-serialized stock.

**Automate Your DD Forms**
- With 1-click automatically generate your DD1149s, DD1348s and DD250s.

**Manage using Smartphones and Tablets**
- Perform your asset management functions using the power of mobility with RFID or barcode to save significant time.

Perform inventories accurately and quickly with UC! Mobile™ by scanning to capture and reconcile data and asset events, anytime and on any mobile device.
UC! Web™ manages all asset details and events from acquisition through disposal.

**What Sets UC! Web™ Apart**

- Integrated to Deltek Costpoint Asset module.
- Automated data exchange and integration to WAWF, IUID Registry and PCARSS for property and end items.
- Secure and cloud-based with certified ITAR or self-hosted software deployment options.
- One system, fully integrated. No confusing modules or costly separate purchases.
- Advanced barcode and RFID data capture from one system, covering all modern asset tracking methods.
- Fixed gateways and mobile RFID readers combine to provide best value for real time monitoring of asset movements.
- Integrated with mobile computing devices such as industrial scanners, tablets and smartphones.
- Reports all military asset types and shipments, property transfers and asset lifecycle events.
- Creates IUID and RFID labels and plates in-house or through A2B Tracking manufacturing facilities which ship to your door.

**About A2B Tracking**

For over 25 years, A2B Tracking has pioneered military-grade solutions for tracking and managing critical assets and inventory for government agencies and commercial businesses. We’ll help your enterprise take control of your assets and record keeping by providing our secure, cloud-based Asset Management software platform to achieve 99% inventory accuracy or better.

For government property managers, A2B Tracking’s Government Property Management Software, UC! Web™, was specifically designed to enable total compliance to FAR 52.245-1 (Government Property), along with compliance to military asset and shipment identification standards while providing automated data exchange to WAWF, IUID Registry, and PCARSS. The UC! Web™ platform is a FedRAMP secure, versatile asset management solution designed to automate your lifecycle asset management events - from acquisition to disposal.

**Call the Experts**

Learn more about how UC! Web™ will give you greater control over all your assets, parts and tools, improve decision making, and enhance your Deltek Costpoint solution.

Call A2B Tracking at 1-800-733-7592 ext 2. Or email sales@a2btracking.com.